Recommended Settings

These are the recommended camera settings for capturing classes in this room. You may need to make adjustment to fit your class’s needs. We recommend starting with the settings listed below, then making any necessary adjustments.

- Field of View: 2nd
- Scene: AUTO
- Lo Cut: 120Hz
- Audio Delay: 0.0
- Auto Gain: OFF
- Dial: 8

Scan this QR Code to watch our Equipment Setup Guide

Or visit: https://go.unl.edu/q2n-help
Using Zoom Cameras in the Classroom

1. Plug the USB cable into your computer (use your Anker adapter)

2. Press and hold the power button on the back of the Zoom Camera for about 2 seconds

3. Press the “Enter” button TWICE to select webcam mode

4. Open Zoom and go to the meeting that you will be using the camera for.

5. Ensure that the camera and microphone are set to the settings as shown below

6. Carefully adjust the tripod stand to point the camera towards the part of the room you want to focus on.

7. See the “Recommended Settings” sheet for our recommended use settings.

8. You are ready to start class! If you have any questions, comments, or concerns – please contact CFPA ITS staff at 402-472-5831 – we are here to help!